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Letter to HardCash Productions [1]

Author(s):
A Lancaster [2]

Source Item [1]
20171030-Complaint2ITV.pdf [3]
This letter is intended as a template for people to use to make their views known to HardCash Productions at
hardcash@HardCashProductions.com [4] re: their upcoming programme(9th Nov on ITV) which, from the content
of this letter [5], appears intent on labelling AMW and those who support her as 'far-right' for having concerns
about Islam-sharia. I hope people will use this opportunity to make their views known to HardCash Productions
and later Ofcom if the programme fails to present the reasons behind our concerns. Note this initiative hasn't been
inspired by AMW in any way.

Muslim woman who fantasized about beheading Katie Hopkins convicted over
terror plot [6]

Source Item:
Muslim woman who fantasized about beheading Katie Hopkins convicted over terror plot [7]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/10/2017
Summary:
Woman who fantasised about beheading Katie Hopkins convicted over terror plot | The Independent [8]
A woman who said she fantasised about beheading Katie Hopkins has been convicted for helping plot a terror
attack.

'Muhammad' is the Future of Europe [9]


Author(s):
Giulio Meotti [10]
Gatestone Institute [11]

Source Item:
'Muhammad' is the Future of Europe [12]
Summary:
During the next thirty years, the population of Africa is expected to increase by one billion.
The French economist Charles Gave recently predicted that France will have a Muslim majority by 2057 -and this estimate did not even take into consideration the number of expected new migrants.
No doubt, Africa's exploding population will try to reach the shores of a wealthy, senile Europe, which is
already undergoing an internal demographic revolution. Europe, to retain its culture, will need to make
hard-headed decisions, not just amuse itself to death. The question is: Will Europe protect its borders and
civilization before it is submerged?

Christian Pakistani delivery driver ‘battered by a group of men for having two
poppies and a cross on his car’ [13]

Source Item:
Christian Pakistani delivery driver ‘battered by a group of men for having two poppies and a cross on his car’ [14]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
29/10/2017
Summary:
Tajamal Amar, 46, was working in Derby when he was attacked and claims a group of Muslim men were
responsible.

Labour MPs set to speak at rally staged by a ‘toxic’ Islamic group in Parliament [15]

Source Item:
Labour MPs set to speak at rally staged by a ‘toxic’ Islamic group in Parliament [16]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
28/10/2017
Summary:

A “TOXIC” Islamic group slammed for its anti-Semitism is being allowed to hold a rally in Parliament — with two
Labour MPs as speakers.

Al-Shabaab stones mother-of-eight to death for adultery in Somalia [17]

Source Item:
Al-Shabaab stones mother-of-eight to death for adultery in Somalia [18]
Country:
Somalia
News Date:
27/10/2017
Summary:
Somalia’s [19] Islamist group al-Shabaab [20] has publicly stoned [21] a woman to death in a town in the south
for cheating on her husband [22], an official told Reuters. Al Shabaab, which has been waging a war for years to
topple the Horn of Africa country’s western-backed government, seeks to bring in rule based on its strict
interpretation of&n

Council faces Muslim boycott of school meals after banning 'abhorrent' halal beef
and lamb from unstunned animals [23]

Source Item:
Council faces Muslim boycott of school meals after banning 'abhorrent' halal beef and lamb from unstunned
animals [24]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
27/10/2017
Summary:
27 Lancashire schools serve meat from halal suppliers that don't stun animals
But council's Conservative leader proposed a ban, which has now been passed
Raises prospect of another boycott of halal meat in schools by Muslim children



Lancashire councillors vote to take un-stunned meat off school menus [25]

Source Item:
Lancashire councillors vote to take un-stunned meat off school menus [26]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
26/10/2017
Summary:
The National Secular Society has welcomed a decision from Lancashire County Council to only supply halal meat
from animals that have been stunned before slaughter to schools.
Admin: Partial victory.

Imam calls on Muslims to kill soldiers, Muslims riot after he is arrested [27]

Source Item:
Imam calls on Muslims to kill soldiers, Muslims riot after he is arrested [28]
Country:
Togo
News Date:
18/10/2017
Summary:
“Violent clashes in northern Togo after imam is arrested,” AFP [29], October 17, 2017 (thanks to The Religion of
Peace [30]):
Violence broke out in Togo’s second city, Sokode, after the arrest of an imam close to the country’s main
opposition, fuelling tensions after weeks of anti-government protests.

From Monty Python to Allah: London's New Mega Mosque [31]

Source Item:
From Monty Python to Allah: London's New Mega Mosque [32]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
17/10/2017
Summary:
"We do not know what they are preaching as all in Arabic." — A petitioner against the Hussainiyat Al-Rasool
Al-Adham mosque, in the middle of one of London's two largely Jewish areas.
"... would constantly encourage the establishment of Hussaini centers across the world, especially in non-

Islamic countries... so we can propagate the teachings of the Ahlulbayt." — Leading members of
the Hussainiyat Al-Rasool Al-Adham mosque describing its 30-year history and why it was established.

Halal Meat By Slaughterhouse Code [33]


Source Item:
Halal Meat By Slaughterhouse Code [34]
Tags:
Halal-Kosher [35]

NOEL GALLAGHER SLAMS “HIPPY” ATTITUDE TO ISLAM THAT ALLOWS
TERRORISTS TO ROAM FREE [36]

Source Item:
NOEL GALLAGHER SLAMS “HIPPY” ATTITUDE TO ISLAM THAT ALLOWS TERRORISTS TO ROAM FREE [37]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
16/10/2017
Summary:
Former Oasis icon Noel Gallagher has slammed the “hippy” attitude towards Islam in the UK that allows thousands
of known jihadists to roam the streets. Gallagher was responding to the Manchester Arena bombing back in May
that killed 23 people, including attacker Salman Abedi, and injured a further 250 during an Ariana Grande concert.

ISIS brings its barbaric ‘justice’ to Egypt as a thief has his hand hacked off with a
cleaver for stealing [38]

Source Item:
ISIS brings its barbaric ‘justice’ to Egypt as a thief has his hand hacked off with a cleaver for stealing [39]
Country:
Egypt
News Date:
16/10/2017
Summary:

ISIS pictures shows an alleged thief having his hand chopped off
They come from a video released by ISIS's Egyptian faction; Wilyat Sinai
The man is held down and an executioner cuts it off with a meat cleaver

Rector at Al-Ashraaf Secondary School, Ilford calls for people who insult Islam to
be killed [40]

Source Item:
Rector at Al-Ashraaf Secondary School, Ilford calls for people who insult Islam to be killed [41]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
14/10/2016
Summary:
A MAN who runs a secondary school has been filmed saying all people who insult Islam should be put to death.
The rector at Al-Ashraaf Secondary School in Ilford, was captured making the hateful comments at a rally in 2013.

Czech Prez: ‘Spread of Radical Islam in EU Candidate State Bosnia Funded by Saudi
Arabia’ [42]

Source Item:
Czech Prez: ‘Spread of Radical Islam in EU Candidate State Bosnia Funded by Saudi Arabia’ [43]
Country:
Czech Republic (the)
News Date:
16/10/2017
Summary:
President of the Czech Republic Miloš Zeman said there is a risk of Saudi Arabia-funded radical Islam spreading to
European Union candidate state Bosnia-Herzegovina. Speaking at a Visegrád Group conference on integrating
Baltic nations into the EU, President Zeman said [44]: “All four presidents have clearly agreed that, in particular,
there is a risk of further spreading of radical Islam in Bosnia.



Shocking rise in sharia courts, which should be closed down forthwith [45]

Source Item:
Shocking rise in sharia courts, which should be closed down forthwith [46]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
14/10/2017
Summary:

Faith school must conform - Daily Express Op-Ed 14/10/2017

A Month of Islam and Multiculturalism in Britain: September 2017 [47]

Author(s):
Soeren Kern [48]
Gatestone Institute [11]

Source Item:
A Month of Islam and Multiculturalism in Britain: September 2017 [49]
Summary:
A Freedom of Information request revealed that Sammy Woodhouse, a woman sexually abused as a child by
a grooming gang, was told by the Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority (CICA), a government body, that
she was not entitled to compensation because she "consented" to the sexual abuse. Woodhouse appealed the
decision: "If an adult can privately think that it's a child's fault for being abused, beaten, raped, abducted, I
think you're in the wrong job."
Online jihadist propaganda attracts more clicks in Britain than in any other European country and the main
internet companies are failing to curb it, according to Policy Exchange, a think tank. The report, "The New
Netwar," said that the Islamic State is still producing, at a conservative estimate, about 100 items of new
content each week, including execution videos and bomb-making instructions, reaching an audience of, at
minimum, tens of thousands, including large numbers of users in the UK.
British universities hosted 110 events featuring extremist speakers in the last academic year, 2016/17, with
the highest proportion taking place in London institutions. The extremist events listed were overwhelmingly
organized by Islamic societies, and groups and speakers included former Guantanamo Bay detainees and
Islamists. The findings suggest that despite Prime Minister Theresa May's claim that "enough is enough,"
British universities continue to be a target for extremists promoting their messages.

Christian group intervenes to 'protect' Europe from sharia law [50]

Source Item:
Christian group intervenes to 'protect' Europe from sharia law [51]
Country:

European Union
News Date:
14/10/2017
Summary:
Legal group Christian Concern has intervened in a case concerning the application of sharia law in Europe. The
Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights is set to rule on an inheritance case concerning the
application of sharia law to a dispute between Greek citizens who are Muslims. The ruling will determine whether
sharia law can have supremacy over a member state's domestic law.

Prayers for Kafirs [52]


[52]
Summary:
Since over half of Islamic doctrine is about Kafirs (non-Muslims), it follows that prayers would include Kafirs too,
so every day, a Muslim prays for the punishment and suffering of all Kafirs. The prayers also follow the Koranic
doctrine that Muslims are not to be a true friend of them. Muslims are to forsake and turn away from Kafirs. Not
only are all Kafirs to suffer punishment in hell, but Christians and Jews are singled out to be worthy of Allah's
anger and are condemned in their beliefs.

Anne Marie Waters-Launch of For Britain Party [53]

Source Item [53]

"Our Lives Have Turned into Hell" Muslim Persecution of Christians, May 2017 [54]

Author(s):
Raymond Ibrahim [55]
Gatestone Institute [11]

Source Item:
"Our Lives Have Turned into Hell" Muslim Persecution of Christians, May 2017 [56]
Summary:
Long touted as a beacon of Muslim tolerance and moderation, Indonesia joined other repressive Muslim
nations in May when it sentenced the Christian governor of Jakarta, known as "Ahok," to a two-year prison
term on the charge that he committed "blasphemy" against Islam.
The blasphemy accusation is based on a video that Ahok made, in which he told voters that they were being
deceived if they believed that Koran 5:51, as his opposition said, requires Muslims not to vote for a nonMuslim when there are Muslim candidates available. The Koran passage states: "O you who have believed,
do not take the Jews and the Christians as allies. They are allies of one another. And whoever is an ally to
them among you -- then indeed, he is one of them."
"Morocco's 2011 constitution allows for freedom of religion. The authorities claim to practice only a
moderate form of Islam that leaves room for religious tolerance. Yet, in reality, Moroccan Christians still
suffer from persecution." Mustafa said: "I was shunned at work. My children were bullied at school."

Gays Must Die Says Speaker At Orlando Mosque - WFTV 9 Orlando Report [57]

Source Item:
Gays Must Die Says Speaker At Orlando Mosque - WFTV 9 Orlando Report [58]
Country:
United States of America (the)
News Date:
14/10/2017

Court Rules: Muslim School’s Segregation of Boys from Girls Is Unlawful Sex
Discrimination [59]

Source Item:
Court Rules: Muslim School’s Segregation of Boys from Girls Is Unlawful Sex Discrimination [60]

Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
13/10/2017
Summary:
Segregating boys from girls in a state-funded Muslim secondary school classroom is unlawful sex discrimination, a
court has found. Three Court of Appeal judges in London on Friday overturned last year’s finding by a High Court
judge that Ofsted inspectors were wrong to penalise the mixed-sex Al-Hijrah school in Birmingham on the basis of
an “erroneous” view that segregation amounted to unlawful discrimination. In a landmark case, the school had
originally challenged its critical Ofsted report, which found dividing the pupils by their sex left them entirely&nbs

Islamophobia is dangerous humbug [61]

Author(s):
Hal G.P. Colebatch [62]
Spectator [63]

Source Item:
Islamophobia is dangerous humbug [64]
Summary:

There is nothing irrational about fears associated with aspects of Islam.
Among the most purely dishonest expressions in modern politics (eclipsing even ‘Social justice’) is ‘Islamophobia’.
A phobia – the word comes from an ancient Greek term meaning more-or-less ‘panic’ – is a haunting, disabling,
panic-inducing, and above all irrational, terror of something generally considered harmless. Cats, clowns, enclosed
spaces and the number 13 are among a myriad of such objects. ‘Islamophobia’ is not a phobia at all, though
survivors of Islamic terror may feel a fear of Muslims that is perfectly understandable, as survivors of Auschwitz
fear SS uniforms. It is not a phobia to criticise Islam’s oppression of women, the literally countless terrorist
activities all over the world, or the huge, ongoing massacres of Christians in the third world. Recently a girls’
school in an Islamic country caught fire. The religious police pushed the fleeing girls back into the flames because
they were improperly dressed. Is it irrational, or ‘phobic’ to criticise a religion, or a sect, that allows or encourages
such things?

France: Facebook Islamists Hunt in Packs-Moderators in Muslim countries? [65]

Author(s):
Yves Mamou [66]
Gatestone Institute [11]

Source Item:
France: Facebook Islamists Hunt in Packs-Moderators in Muslim countries? [67]
Summary:

The "moderating hubs" for France's social media are generally located in French-speaking countries with
cheap labor, in North Africa and Madagascar. In France, rumors abound that Facebook's moderators are
located in French-speaking Muslim countries such as Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco. Facebook never
confirms or denies outsourcing its "moderation" work to companies employing cheap Muslim labor in North
Africa.
Notably, Muslim hate-speakers continue to proliferate on Facebook, while anti-Islamists face harassment
and the loss of their accounts.
These Facebook users, like dozens of others, seem to be the victims of Islamist "packs". Once the opinions
and analyses of these Facebook users are noticed, they are denounced to Facebook as "racists" or
"Islamophobes" and their accounts are deleted.

Grooming gangs 'are abusing girls across the country', victims and investigators
warn [68]

Source Item:
Grooming gangs 'are abusing girls across the country', victims and investigators warn [69]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
08/10/2017
Summary:
Call for action comes as Bradford records 62 per cent rise in the number of referrals to its specialist child sexual
exploitation service. Grooming gangs [70] across the country are repeating the horrific abuse exposed in
Rotherham, Rochdale, Oxford and most recently Newcastle, victims and investigators have warned. There are
mounting calls for nationwide action to combat sexual exploitation, with authorities accused of playing catch-up
after ignoring victims “for decades and decades”.

Ex-Muslim Professor: Rape Gangs Inevitable, Muslim Men Live In Britain As If It
Was Pakistan [71]

Source Item:
Ex-Muslim Professor: Rape Gangs Inevitable, Muslim Men Live In Britain As If It Was Pakistan [72]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
13/01/2016
Summary:
Years of permissive multiculturalism is to blame for the rise of Sharia courts and the Rotherham rape scandal, an
academic claimed yesterday. Dr Rumy Hasan, a senior lecturer at the University of Sussex’s Centre for Migration

Research, said “do-what-you-want” and “laissez-faire” policies had let immigrant communities live as if they were
still in countries such as Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. This has led to a “psychiatric detachment” from mainstream
British culture, he added, which in turn leads to a “social detachment” where minority communities do not mix
with wider society.&nbs

Muslim mosque leaders agree to marry girl of 12... so long as parents don't tell
anyone [73]

Source Item:
Muslim mosque leaders agree to marry girl of 12... so long as parents don't tell anyone [74]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
11/10/2017
Summary:
Two imams were prepared to officiate wedding of underage girl
More than 1,000 of the 8,000 forced marriages of Britons each year are believed to involve girls of 15 or
under

Human Rights v Islam [75]

Author(s):
UKIP [76]

Source Item:
Human Rights v Islam [77]
Summary:
Theresa May thinks that Islam is compatible with Human Rights – stated in her speech following the terrorist
attack at London Bridge and Borough Market. Read the transcript [78].
She criticises those who know they are incompatible, rejecting the clear evidence. An important purpose of UKIP,
beyond Brexit, is to force politicians to stop deceiving us regarding Islam. Thus we must put in the effort to read
the source material and collate the evidence. Everyone in UKIP should read at least chapter 9 of the Koran,
understand the terms “abrogation [79]” and “taqiyya [80]”, and watch the videos and read the writings of scholars
such as Robert Spencer [81], Ayaan Hirsi Ali [82], and Douglas Murray [83].
Source documents are the Koran [84], the Universal Declaration of Human Rights [85] (UDHR), and the European
Convention on Human Rights [86] (ECHR). The Declaration and the Convention have a similar core set of Articles,
however the ECHR addresses an apparent anomaly in the UDHR. The ECHR has numerous Articles relating to the
functioning of the European Court of Human Rights, which are irrelevant for us when we have our own Bill of

Rights.
The thirty clauses of the UDHR do embody what we should aspire to, for the whole world. Below are examples
where the Koran is incompatible with it. This is not a complete list, however it does show the severity of the
problem and that Theresa May is utterly mistaken.
UDHR Article 1 states that we should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. Islam, when it can,
subjugates non-believers as second class citizens, who exist in a state of Dhimmitude and pay the Jizya tax as a
sign of inferiority. Koran 9:29 [87].
Article 2 states that everyone is entitled to these rights irrespective of who they are. Under Islam women are
regarded as the property of men, either her father or husband. The husband determines what she does, and how
many children she has. Koran 2:223 [88].
Article 3. “Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.” Not in Islam. Koran 9:5 [89].
Article 4 opposes slavery. Koran 4:24 [90] allows a Muslim man to keep female captives as sex slaves. ISIS does
so. Grooming gangs own girls by hooking them on drink and drugs.
Article 5 disallows cruel and inhuman punishment. Koran 5:33 [91] mandates cutting off hands and feet on
opposite sides.
Article 6: “Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.” Under Sharia Law the
testimony of women is half that of a man, with grave miscarriages of justice – a rapist can accuse his victim of
seducing him, and he is let off while she may be stoned to death for adultery.
Article 7 states that all are equal before the law. Sharia Law: the inheritance of a woman is half that of a man.
Koran 4:11 [92] Sharia Councils in the UK have de facto jurisdiction regarding family matters and inheritance, in
contravention of Human Rights. They must be abolished.
Article 16: marriage cannot be coercive. In Muslim community there can be huge pressure to marry. Marriage
between first cousins is explicitly allowed, Koran 33:50 [93], producing thirteen times the cases of recessive
genetic disorders compared to the non-Muslim population. Islam seriously harms Muslims themselves. UKIP must
campaign against this – Marriage between first cousins [94] must be outlawed.
Article 18 states that there must be freedom of religion, and freedom to change religion. Islam is incompatible,
there is the death penalty for apostasy, Koran 4:89 [95], Koran 9:11-12 [96], etc.. A Saudi citizen has been
sentenced to death for ripping up the Koran [97].
Article 19 states that we must have freedom of opinion, and freedom to express it. Islam abjures freedom, witness
the fatwa against Salman Rushdie [98]. Attacks on cartoonists have de facto created the death penalty for
blasphemy. The UK has prevented the scholar Robert Spencer from entering [99], breaching this Article.

“I want to keep the Britain we know” [100]

Author(s):
Anne Marie Waters [101]
Shy Society [102]

Source Item:
“I want to keep the Britain we know” [103]

'Extremism' fear over Islam studies donations [104]

Source Item:
'Extremism' fear over Islam studies donations [105]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
13/04/2008
Summary:
Extremist ideas are being spread by Islamic study centres linked to British universities and backed by multimillion-pound donations from Saudi Arabia and Muslim organisations, a new report claims. Eight universities,
including Oxford and Cambridge, have accepted more than £233.5 million from Saudi and Muslim sources since
1995, with much of the money going to Islamic study centres, according to the report. The total sum, revealed by
Anthony Glees, the director of Brunel University's Centre for Intelligence and Security Studies, amounts to the
largest source of external funding t

Food Standards Agency reveals large increase in animals slaughtered without prestunning [106]

Source Item:
Food Standards Agency reveals large increase in animals slaughtered without pre-stunning [107]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
10/10/2017
Summary:
New figures released by the Food Standards Agency have revealed a sharp increase [108] in the number of animals
being slaughtered in the halal tradition without being pre-stunned. Between April and June this year 24.4% of
sheep and goats were slaughtered in this way, up from 15% in 2013. Similarly, the number of poultry killed without
stunning rose from 3% to 18.5% in the same period.



Terrorist who was jailed for 10 years for helping 21/7 Tube attack was given top
Southwark Council job [109]

Source Item:
Terrorist who was jailed for 10 years for helping 21/7 Tube attack was given top Southwark Council job [110]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
10/10/2017
Summary:
She rose through ranks of Southwark Council's housing dept
She did not declare criminal past and the London council failed to uncover it
She was jailed for 10 years for assisting plot to blow up a packed London commuter train on July
21 2005

Muslim Migrant Unemployment Hits Record Highs in Europe [111]

Source Item:
Muslim Migrant Unemployment Hits Record Highs in Europe [112]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
09/10/2017
Summary:
More than two years after Merkel fateful decision to open the country’s border to hundreds of thousands of illegal
immigrants, Germany still has an aging workforce, but migrants lining up to ease the country’s workforce demands
are nowhere to be seen. The migrants, mostly Arab and Muslim man of fighting age, instead heeding the call of the
Teutonic workforce, have taken refuge in the fatherland’s generous welfare system.

Grooming gangs 'are abusing girls across the country', victims and investigators
warn [113]

Source Item:
Grooming gangs 'are abusing girls across the country', victims and investigators warn [114]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
09/10/2017
Summary:
Grooming gangs [70] across the country are repeating the horrific abuse exposed in Rotherham, Rochdale, Oxford
and most recently Newcastle, victims and investigators have warned. There are mounting calls for nationwide
action to combat sexual exploitation, with authorities accused of playing catch-up after ignoring victims “for

decades and decades”. Sammy Woodhouse, who was abused as a teenager by the Rotherham [115] ringle

Italian Interior Minister Says Ban on Islamic Law ‘Non-Negotiable’ [116]

Source Item:
Italian Interior Minister Says Ban on Islamic Law ‘Non-Negotiable’ [117]
Country:
Italy
News Date:
09/10/2017
Summary:
“It is not possible to subject our country to a jurisdiction marked by religious radicalism,” said Italian Interior
Minister Marco Minniti on Sunday, stressing that there can be no question of allowing sharia law a foothold in
Italy. “Whoever looks to sharia law must understand that it won’t happen in Italy,” Minniti told an assembly
[118] at the School of Democracy in the n

Home Office Censors, Suppresses Report into Immigration, Integration, and
Radical Islam [119]

Source Item:
Home Office Censors, Suppresses Report into Immigration, Integration, and Radical Islam [120]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
09/10/2017
Summary:
The Home Office is attempting to censor a report which criticises the government’s failure to manage the impact of
immigration, integrate minorities, and tackle radical Islam. The report by the government’s ‘integration tsar’ Dame
Louise Casey has been ready for months, but publication has been delayed after Home Office officials expressed
“concern” and “unhappiness” about its language and content, reports [121] The Sunday Times. Ms.

Boycott British companies which support Religious animal slaughter(FaceBook
group) [122]


Source Item:

Boycott British companies which support Religious animal slaughter(FaceBook group) [123]
Tags:
Halal-Kosher [35]

Anne Marie Waters, last word's on UKIP [124]


[124]

The Sharia-run Government buildings where alcohol is BANNED thanks to Islamic
finance deal [125]

Source Item:
The Sharia-run Government buildings where alcohol is BANNED thanks to Islamic finance deal [126]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
04/03/2016
Summary:
The central London offices must be run in line with Islamic principles because of a deal with rich Middle Eastern
investors. They demanded the buildings be audited by Muslim scholars and subject to special rules in exchange for
lending the Government £200million. The deal currently only covers three buildings - Richmond House, Wellington
House and a property on Whitehall - and is almost unheard of outside of the Middle East.

Two gay men are each caned 85 times in Indonesia's only sharia law province after

vigilante group raided their home and handed them over to authorities [127]

Source Item:
Two gay men are each caned 85 times in Indonesia's only sharia law province after vigilante group raided their
home and handed t [128]
Country:
Indonesia
News Date:
23/05/2017
Summary:
Men aged 20 and 23 given 85 lashes each for having gay sex in Indonesia
This is the first time lashes have been given for homosexuality in Aceh province
Aceh is the only place in Indonesia where gay sex is outlawed under Sharia law
Pair were caught back in March when vigilante group burst into their home

ProActive Patriots [129]


Source Item:
ProActive Patriots [130]
Tags:
Resistance [131]

Fears over deepening Sunni-Shia divide in UK [132]

Source Item:
Fears over deepening Sunni-Shia divide in UK [133]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
06/03/2015
Summary:
Yet here, Anahita has had to face other challenges. Being lesbian has not been an issue with her contemporaries in
London. However, she tells me that being a Shia Muslim here has sometimes proved harder. With many Islamic
Societies at British universities mostly under Sunni leadership, the sectarian divides so bitterly apparent in much
of the Middle East between the Sunni majority and the Shia minority are making themselves felt here in the UK.

Student 'forced to leave' university after saying extremist Islamic groups kill LGBTI
people [134]

Source Item:
Student 'forced to leave' university after saying extremist Islamic groups kill LGBTI people [135]
Country:
United States of America (the)
News Date:
02/10/2017
Summary:
He had made the comments during an out-of-class conversation with another graduate student. They had been
discussing the ‘religious leanings of philosophy professors.’ He pointed out that in some Muslim countries, he could
be executed for being bisexual.

Denmark set to become next European country to ban burqas [136]

Source Item:
Denmark set to become next European country to ban burqas [137]
Country:
Denmark
News Date:
06/10/2017
Summary:
COPENHAGEN: Denmark looks set to become the next European country to restrict the burqa and the niqab, worn
by some Muslim women, after most parties in the Danish parliament backed some sort of ban on facial
coverings. Full and partial face veils such as burqas and niqabs divide opinion across Europe, setting advocates of
religious freedom against secularists and those who argue that such garments are culturally alien or a symbol of
the oppression of women.

Germany: Chechen Sharia Police Terrorize Berlin [138]

Source Item:
Germany: Chechen Sharia Police Terrorize Berlin [139]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
08/07/2017
Summary:

Threats of violence against "errant" women are viewed as "acts of patriotism."
"They have come to Germany because they wanted to live in Germany, but they keep trying to turn it into
Chechnya with its medieval ways." — Social worker interviewed by Meduza.
"Everyone's attention is fixed on the Syrians, but the Chechens are the most dangerous group. We are not
paying sufficient attention to this." — Police in Frankfurt (Oder).

‘Sharia patrols’ appear on Moscow streets [140]

Source Item:
‘Sharia patrols’ appear on Moscow streets [141]
Country:
Russian Federation (the)
News Date:
02/03/2017
Summary:
Sharia patrols have appeared on Moscow streets. Sharia patrols, are groups of young Sunni Muslim, members of a
movement that called itself Stop Haram. An activist of the Stop Haram movement, Islam Ismailov, has launched a
social project aimed at making Muslims living in Moscow give up smoking and drinking alcohol in public
places. The project participants posted their first video named “I am ready to die for Islam” on YouTube channel
“Alif TV – about Islam and Muslims.”

Muslim convert introduces sharia patrols in Minneapolis [142]

Source Item:
Muslim convert introduces sharia patrols in Minneapolis [143]
Country:
United States of America (the)
News Date:
14/04/2017
Summary:
Rashid, originally from Georgia, began making the rounds in the Somali-dominated neighborhood of CedarRiverside, telling people not to drink, use drugs or interact with the opposite sex. If he sees Muslim women he
believes are dressed inappropriately, he approaches them and suggests they should wear a jilbab, a long, flowing
garment. And he says he’s recruiting others to join the effort.

Bar owners ordered to pay protection money to 'Sharia patrols' or risk attacks in
Denmark after spate of threats [144]


Source Item:
Bar owners ordered to pay protection money to 'Sharia patrols' or risk attacks in Denmark after spate of threats
[145]
Country:
Denmark
News Date:
12/05/2016
Summary:
Bar owners in Copenhagen say they have been threatened by Muslims
They say youths in the suburb of Nørrebro have demanded 'Sharia zone'
Barkeepers have called on Integration Minister Inger Støjberg for help
She visited Nørrebro this week and was sworn at and called a 'Nazi'
Ms Støjberg called on Muslim youths to 'get a job' and 'behave yourselves'

London's 'Muslim Patrol' aims to impose Sharia law in East London [146]


[146]
Summary:
Hard-line Islamists try to impose Sharia law in East London. CNN's Dan Rivers reports on a continent-wide issue.
For more CNN videos, visit our site at http://www.cnn.com/video/ [147]
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